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To my colleagues
My name is Azra Bašić, I am a fourth year student at the Medical
Faculty of the University of Tuzla in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
A future doctor, athlete, a person who finds the best parts of
herself through working with others, through challenges, paths
to the unknown and unusual experiences.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the entire Body
Interact Team, Kevin, Rita, Raquel as well as all fellow ambassadors
participating in the Body Interact Ambassador Program.
Thank you for 6 months of unforgettable virtual travel from
Peru, Mexico and Honduras, across Europe all the way to India in
Asia, for shared knowledge and experiences. Thank you for the
exchange of opinions, for the professionalism and friendship.
Thank you for your support, understanding and inspiration.
I wish you all good luck and success in achieving your goals.
May this friendship and memories never fade away. Hoping
this story has its sequel. I look forward to meeting you again!
Azra
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Anchal Gupta
Allow us to introduce to you the incredible Anchal Gupta,
a fifth year medical student at the Medical University
of Sofia in Bulgaria. Currently living in England, one of
her favourite things about that country is the beautiful
countryside and lakes that are great for picnics! Anchal
is an absolute book-lover and she especially loves
reading History books.

Anchal, what’s the most beautiful thing
about medicine for you and what does it
take to become MD in your country?
I find that the most beautiful thing about
medicine is that it’s self-rewarding as we can
really make a difference in peoples’ lives and
there is no bigger privilege than being a part
of that. To become an MD in England, you
need to do 2 foundation years of training
as a Junior Doctor and then you do the
years required for whichever speciality you
choose, usually from 3-8 years depending
on the speciality chosen.
Studying can often be overwhelming
and exhausting. How do you motivate
yourself? What’s your main goal?
I motivate myself by giving myself a reward
after some assignment, or even changing
my environment such as studying in cafes.
My main goal in medicine is to become a
doctor that inspires trust and compassion
towards my patients.

Share with us your activities as Body
Interact Ambassador.
As a Body Interact Ambassador, I have
organised a webinar in which me and Dr.
Arunkumar Ganesan solved a Trauma
case with some medical students. We all
discussed what we would do following the
ABCDE approach and we also talked about
the differential diagnoses. Dr. Arunkumar
then shared his own experiences in the
Emergency Department and guided us on
which lab tests or imaging studies were
important to order. Everyone enjoyed this
interactive webinar and found Body Interact
to be an interesting tool to learn from.
Quotes, quotes, quotes…
inspires you, for all of us.

One

“In our job, you will never go home at the
end of the day thinking that you haven’t
done something valuable and important.”
Suneel Dhand

How did Body Interact impact your
medical education?
Body Interact has given me the chance to
improve my rational thinking and process
my thoughts when dealing with a critical
patient. It’s exciting to have the opportunity
to use my clinical knowledge in deciding
how best to manage the patient.

that

“I find that the most
beautiful thing about
medicine is that it’s
self-rewarding(...)”
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Dijedona
Mutishi MD

Now we are off to the Balkans, to meet a young doctor,
who is ambitious and dedicated to her profession.

Please, tell us about yourself.
My name is Dijedona Murtishi, 26 years old
from North Macedonia. A part of me has
stayed as a student for life in the spectrum
of profession and knowledge. North Macedonia is a small balkan country, with its own
natural beauty and with many activities. We
have so many ambitious people, who don’t
get to share their talents and unfortunately are obligated to plan their life abroad. I
think that our future will change, by giving
back to our work and helping in our country. You are all welcome to taste our delicious traditional dishes and attend many
social activities in my country!
In your opinion, what’s the most beautiful thing about medicine?
Medicine does not have an end. I think
this is quite beautiful! Every time you read
something, you learn something new in
medicine. Once you die (by stopping reading or working on your purposes), then

“Medicine does
not have an end. I
think this is quite
beautiful!“

medicine dies with you too. We should be
grateful for choosing such a profession and
not only that, medicine is a life, is your life
and it takes almost whatever you have: your
time, your money, your sleep, even your
right to have a break and to plan your holidays. Medicine is with you and it takes place
around you.
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What did Body Interact offer to you as
a medical student that may help you in
practice?
When I heard about BI I was doing my 6
month practical duty before attending the
final exam. So this program helped me a lot
to compensate for the time lost during the
pandemic while I was trying to be ready for
patient cases and how to act in such situations. Both courses about COVID19 and
vaccination are the best part! These curses
introduced me to this program.
Tell us a bit about your activities as a
Body Interact ambassador
During the period as an BI Ambassador, I
organised a webinar with students from
the Science Group, a small voluntary society
from my Faculty of Medicine, University of
Tetovo - North Macedonia. We had a small
presentation about Body Interact in Albanian. We talked about what BI offers and

then we solved a trauma case, a 35 year
old man patient who came to the Emergency Department after suffering a traffic accident. The webinar took place on Zoom,
where we tried to solve the case together.
I spent some time doing my traineeship at the
Cardiology department at the Ege University
Faculty of Medicine Hospital in Turkey. There
I led a lecture sharing Body Interact to students,
assistants and professors of cardiology.
Let’s finish this interview with a short
message for your colleagues.
“Take the best of your time investing in
school, books and medical activities. This
will help you a lot to find your identity, be a
good student and a good physician. You will
not regret this, when the time passes and
the results are shown in front of you.”

Bust one myth that other people have
regarding medical students.
In our country some people look at medical students as “nerds and humans that will
be blind immediately after they finish medicine”, because they are constantly ready
and work hard. This sounds so funny but
they are partially right, because as I said
before, medicine takes all of our time and
planning.
What is your main goal when it comes to
medicine?
I have trained at so many programs that I
feel like I have done the best thing in my
professional life till now. I think this training
will help me a lot in the upcoming years to
get more comfortable when working with
patients and solving different cases. I have
also learned how to be prepared for a hard
conversation with a patient, how to manage
my time in my career as a doctor and how
to work with others.
The main goal for me is to give the best of
myself when it comes to humanity and responsibly when taking care of patients.
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Nazmeen
Bibi Azal
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Instead of goodbye, your message for
colleagues or a quote that inspires you.
Something I try my best to live by and I have
been brought up with is to keep a good
heart no matter where I go or what I do, that
is the most important thing. A quote which

best describes this is:
“Keep a good heart. That’s the most important thing in life. It’s not how much money
you make or what you can acquire. The art
of it is to keep a good heart.“
Joni Mitchell

Now we’re flying to Bulgaria to meet Nazmeen Bibi Azal,
a fifth year medical student, born in the UK. Nazmeen is
ambitious-driven, loves challenges and setting goals for
herself so she has something to strive toward. Nazmeen
likes to bake to de-stress and also enjoys travelling. Read
her interview to learn what else she loves.

The biggest WHY... Why medicine?
I decided I wanted to study medicine after
completing my biomed degree and realising that wasn’t something I wanted to do.
Sometimes I think everyone around me
knew I wanted to study medicine it just took
me a while to realise it. I’ve always had the
passion for science - hence the biomed degree, but Medicine is something which will
enable me to help people and I hope one
day I can do that to the best of my abilities,
even if the least I can do is make a person
smiles when all else fails.
Talking about medicine, which medical
field attracts you the most?
Neurosurgery is my field of interest; I first
became interested in this when someone
I knew had hydrocephalus and I witnessed
how the operation that was performed quite
literally saved their life. After studying the
anatomy of the brain, I became even more
interested in the brain as a whole, and how
it controls the body and its different processes.

ing to arrange my time efficiently to keep up
with my studies as well as everything else.
What do you like the most when it comes
to Body Interact?
What I like most about Body interact is that
you can practice your clinical skills using the
virtual simulator even when you’re away
from a hospital setting. It allows room for error so you can improve and hopefully perform
better when in contact with real life patients.
Tell us a bit about the event/events that
you have organised with BI.
I conducted my event in May which was a
webinar. I began with a presentation sharing
what Body Interact is, and the courses that
are available. Then I moved on to “solving the
case”. We had 27 participants, where we discussed and solved 2 cases, one of which was
based on stroke and the other on trauma.

Being a medical student can be very challenging, what do you find the hardest?
I sometimes find it hard to balance my studies as a medical student with things like
spending time with family/friends and keeping fit, however I am working on this and try-

“Medicine is
something which
will enable me to
help people...”
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Sarah Joseph
We moved to India to meet Sarah Joseph. Sarah will tell
us more about her life, her medical journey and also
about being a Body Interact Ambassador. Ready, steady, go!

Sarah and medicine, how and why?
Becoming a doctor has been a dream of
mine since childhood. My favourite toy
when I was young was a plastic ‘Doctor Set’
that was gifted to me on my fifth birthday. I
would check my friends’ heart beat with my
purple stethoscope and perform Caesarean
sections on my dolls! My favourite subject
in school was always Biology and since I
used to get good grades, doing medicine
seemed like a natural career choice for me.
In 2010, my grandfather was diagnosed
with leukemia and passed away a few days
after starting chemotherapy. Watching him
suffer and question why this was happening
to him broke my heart. I witnessed how
the healthcare providers made a huge
difference in his final days. This was a major
event that motivated me to join medicine.
I want to devote my energy into ensuring
that patients are cured and if not, at least
have a painless passing.
Who inspires you the most?
My aunt and uncle are doctors and seeing

“I’ve realised
that everyone’s
path is different
and learnt to
accept and enjoy
my journey!”

their passion for this field has definitely
inspired me. I was very fascinated with the
stories my uncle told me... About interesting
cases and his experiences in the OT.
Tell us about your personal stress
management. What’s the hardest for a
medical student?
Walking out of the exam hall after the last
exam is the best feeling! My friends and I
usually try out a new restaurant after exams.
Living close to the beach has its perks!
After exams, I love sitting by the beach and
watching the sunset with the calming sound
of the waves. Being a medical student isn’t
easy. We drown in classes, research work
and gigantic textbooks. I find it hard to
stop comparing my journey with my other
non-medical friends who are working and
travelling the world. However, I’ve realised
that everyone’s path is different and learnt
to accept and enjoy my journey!
Describe Body Interact from your
personal experience and let us know
about the event you have organised
Body Interact is the most amazing medically
orientated software I’ve ever come across. I
absolutely love the interface and have learnt
so much through it! I feel so lucky to be an
ambassador and interact with this amazing
team and the other ambassadors!
In May, I organised an interactive webinar
with Body Interact for the students of my
college in which they had an opportunity
to treat a trauma patient. They successfully
completed the scenario and thoroughly
enjoyed the event. There were 43 active
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participants. The results from the feedback
form were impressive! Almost all the
participants rated the event as 5 stars and all
participants said that they would download
the Body Interact app and try out the scenarios
for themselves! They are all looking forward
to more events from Body Interact!

We don’t say goodbye, instead, we share
a favorite quote. We want to hear which
one you like the most.
“If you are working on something exciting
that you really care about, you don’t have to
be pushed. The vision pulls you.”
Steve Jobs
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Selma Terzic

We are in Bosnia & Herzegovina where we are going
to meet another Body Interact Ambassador. Her name
is Selma Terzic, a young doctor living in the capital,
Sarajevo. Selma is also the founder of ABCdoc - an
educational medical webpage for the Balkan region.
Let’s start with a why question. Why
medicine?
Medicine was the most challenging path and
that was the initial reason. After the third
year I really found myself in medicine and
helping others. Now my biggest motivation is
to improve the health care system in Bosnia.
What’s your dream medical field? In your
opinion, what’s the hardest while being a
medical student?
Internal medicine is my passion, but I am
still not sure what exactly I’d like to focus on.
I am still very excited about different parts
of medicine.
The hardest part is seeing how bad the
healthcare system in my country is and fighting it as much as possible while still being a
student. Also, the entire educational process
has become harder due to the pandemic.

What do you like the most about Body Interact and tell us about your activities as
Body Interact Ambassador.
In my university, we haven’t had any practical
classes since February 2020. Body Interact
gives me a chance to practice my clinical skills
and learn how to treat the patient step by step.
I have done three activities so far - all of them
were webinars showing how Body Interact
works and presenting it through an interactive case. Two were about treating a patient
with an acute myocardial infarction and the
third one was with the amazing Azra Basic
where we explained the treatment of anaphylaxis and epilepsy. In all three activities I
have received a lot of positive comments, and
students seem to be really interested in BI.
How about a quote for the end? Thank you!
“What stands in the way becomes the way”
Marcus Aurelius

Who’s your inspiration?
My biggest inspiration is my mom; she is a
very successful lawyer and she has always
been able to have a personal life and be a
mom and, at the same time, be the best in
her field. Her passion and fierce attitude
have always amazed me.

“I really found
myself in
medicine and
helping others.”
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Zeynep Ikiz

Zeynep Ikiz, is a third year medical student at the Universidad Autónoma de Guadalajara in Mexico. Originally from Turkey but grew up in the Chicago area of
the United States of America. She already has a Bachelor’s Degree in Biological Sciences with a Spanish minor
from the Honors College at the University of Illinois in
Chicago. Let’s learn about her and a bit of her life story!

Zeynep, why medicine?
After my mother had a stroke when my little
brother was born and after accompanying
her to many doctor visits to help translate
English for her starting at 8 years old,
my interest in medicine grew. Both my
grandparents also passed away at a young
age due to cancer. My Spanish teacher in
high school also further encouraged me to
become a physician since many days after
school I would spend time trying to help her
son’s neurological condition and she saw
the light in me towards genuinely helping
others with compassion.
In the name of science, tell us about
untold medical sacrifices.
The biggest sacrifice I would say is financially,
emotionally, and mentally big time. When

“I take the
challenges in
stride and keep
forging forward
to become a
better doctor.”

many of my peers would live their 20’s
and also get started in the working field
early, I have to still keep studying and also
sometimes going through so many ups and
downs that are a natural part of medicine.
However, I wouldn’t change it for the world
since this is what I really want to do in my
life. I have the intrinsic drive to become a
healer so I take the challenges in stride and
keep forging forward to become a better
doctor and also a better human. It’s worth
every sacrifice in the end.
When we say inspiration, who comes
first to your mind?
I don’t have a particular person in mind that
inspires me, but in general I am inspired
by many empowering women who have
paved the way for us, our generation and
beyond, the opportunities/rights to become
educated and study medicine along with
those who are brave, strong, confident,
smart, independent, humble, graceful and
well-respected individuals. I aim to become
one of these types of people in my life and
also pay it forward by helping other young
girls also realize their potential and continue
to break the glass ceiling and rise above
expectations.
Tell us a bit about your experience with
Body Interact.
What I really like about Body Interact is
that it is a platform that mimics a real-life
scenario in a virtual setting and this is key
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exposure for those of us before starting
clinical rotations since it is an atmosphere
where we can thoroughly enjoy ourselves in
a more relaxed learning environment that
allows us to freely grow our own capacity
before we face actual patients in the real
world. Also, I am an interactive, kinesthetic,
hands-on learner so I feel that this type of
platform appeals to many other users like
me who enjoy a game-like format to learn.
You are one of Body Interact
Ambassadors, we would like to hear
about your activities in the Body Interact
Ambassador Program.
I’m part of my university’s American College
of Physicians Internal Medicine Interest
Group executive board and I recently
promoted the Latin American free webinar
that was held by Body Interact with a special
“Mother’s Day” edition. Many of the students
at my school participated and I have been a
strong proponent of helping to spread the
word of the platform for quite some time
where many students enjoyed the previous
webinars being held. They also agreed
that it was a good learning opportunity
for them to practice their skills in this type
of setting. Also, being part of the Body
Interact Ambassadors Program for Mexico,
the two other ambassadors in Mexico
and I, are planning to hold a competition
among our universities with clinical case
scenarios distributed according to different

class years. I think this will also be a very
exciting opportunity since sometimes
‘sweet competition’ can turn out to be a
very valuable and fun learning experience
for many of us!
For the end, your message for medical
students around the globe.
As we like to say in the U.S., ‘when the going
gets tough, the tough get going’ and that’s
what helps me to make it through. Also,
a recent quote that I heard which is very
relevant during these pandemic times and it
stuck with me since it’s so true: ‘Trying times
do not mean it’s time to quit trying.’ There’s
never a time or place to give up, under any
circumstances. The sun will rise again the
next day and life does go on. Surely, life’s not
100 % sunshine and roses, but we all know
that after the storm, also comes a beautiful
and vibrant rainbow. We have all those bad
days in order to make sure we know the
meaning of all the good ones. Or else even
the good ones would become quite boring
and meaningless. I think these trying times
around the world have shed a light for us
to realize what matters more -- our health
and also connecting with our loved ones.
My hope is that we continue to keep this
positive mindset throughout all aspects of
our lives, and then when our time ends on
this Earth, we can genuinely say that we live
a life with great purpose and meaning! Lead
with purpose, love, and leave a good legacy.
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Kevin Ardon
Jumping to the Body Interact Team. First on the
list is Kevin Ardon. He is the Ambassador Program
Coordinator. To get to know Kevin, a young doctor for
Honduras, keep on reading!
Kevin, what made you choose medicine?
My mom who was a nurse was a huge
inspiration for me! When my brother and I
were little and no one else could take care of
us, she used to take us to the hospital where
she worked. During that time, I enjoyed
talking with people (who were patients)
and learning about their stories. Those
experiences made me want to understand
people and help them relieve their suffering
in whichever way I can. Little did I know
when I started medicine that the simplest
act of listening to someone, may bring relief
to that person’s life.
When did your Body Interact journey
start? Tell us a bit more about it.
I discovered Body Interact during the 2019
AMEE conference in Vienna. I was one of
the students that tried their simulator in
the exhibition area. I remember feeling
the excitement and pressure of solving a
realistic clinical scenario. I thought to myself;
wow! This technology should be available
to everyone in my school! After that, I
started collaborating with Body Interact
by presenting it to my school and national
student’s association. I ran a workshop
for students but I also provided ideas to
some professors on ways to integrate Body
Interact into their lectures. Then, during my
forced-break from medical school because
of the pandemic, I started working for Body
Interact with the goal of promoting it across
Latin America. Now, I have expanded my
work to other areas within the company,
feeling very fulfilled by working with
incredible colleagues and also with amazing
students from the ambassador program.

What accomplishment are you most
proud of?
This one it’s a hard one. Before my answer,
here’s a bit of context. Since I was in high
school I’ve been passionate about the
environment and climate change. So back
in 2017, I was one of the around 10 medical
students to be selected to attend the United
Nations COP23, the biggest climate change
conference in the world. It was my first
international event and I never imagined
I would be there as a student. I was very
proud of representing medical students
and also of representing my country. From
that event, everything just went on a spiral
of incredible opportunities and experiences
for me.
How do you set priorities or manage
time?
I try to balance my academic and work responsibilities with my personal wellbeing.
Understanding that there are moments

“I think success
is about feeling
you are in a good
place no matter
what you’re
doing.”

Body Interact

where one area may require more time
than another. So I just tried to readjust my
time in the following days or weeks with the
goal of finding that sweet balance where everything is in place.
What are you passionate about both in
medicine and outside of that field and
how do you define success?
Education. Both inside and outside of
medicine, I find education very rewarding.
It allows personal learning but it also allows
sharing knowledge to others. That’s fascinating!
I think success is about feeling you are in a
good place no matter what you’re doing. It’s
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when you find happiness and ease in life,
whether that is at your job, with your loved
ones, with people around you or with the
environment you’re part of.
...and a final question, what’s your life
goal/goals?
I’ll be broad with this answer since I have
many life goals. But in general, I want to be
an outstanding individual in everything I do.
I also want to strive to be compassionate
and understanding with others so I can
create genuine connections.
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Rita Flores
We are about to meet a another member of the Body
Interact Team. A Portuguese currently living in Espinho
near the sea in the north of Portugal. She grew up in
Coimbra which is mostly known for its university. What Rita
loves the most about Coimbra is the traditions around the
city and the students who come from all around the world
just to understand what is the magic behind the uniform.
Tell us about your role inside of the Body
Interact Team, how did that story of
yours start?
I am currently the Body Interact Marketing
and Communication Officer, and I have
been in the company for almost 2 years and
a half years. My story with Body Interact
started years before thought, when I heard
the story of two amazing people who
created the most innovative and exciting
virtual patient simulator but who didn’t
have a storyteller on their side. My challenge
was to understand how I could tell this
story to all current and future healthcare
professionals.
Knowing that your field of interest is
Marketing & Communication, how does it
feel to work in a predominantly medical
environment?
Every day is a challenge. Students from
all around the world are very different.
They are different between them, between
institutions/universities, between years,
and also between their interests. So, as the
responsible in the marketing, I have to be
able to understand what they are missing,
what they are looking forward to achieving,
and then how can I make them understand
that Body Interact Virtual Patients is the
most fittable solution.
Of course, we also have other solutions
inside the medical environment and
especially inside the educational field, that

makes my work even harder but more
interesting as we all learn from each other
and especially with our own and other
mistakes.
Why did you choose your major?
My major is actually in Journalism and I
initially did it because I wanted to change the
world by investigating and understanding
the why’s of life.
But after my Erasmus experience, I realized
that the obstacles in this area are very big
and even though I consider myself a hardworking woman, I understood that there
are many ways to change the world and to
tell stories. We just need to find our way.
And of course, always telling the truth.

“I understood
that there are
many ways
to change the
world and to tell
stories”

Body Interact

In your opinion, what makes an effective
team?
Trust and excellence. If we all do our part and
trust in our colleagues, if we give our best no
matter the result, the name or the privileges
you’ll get. Also if we look at every work as a
collaboration and not a competition, you’ll
work effectively as a team.
It is all about being strong and making your
colleagues stronger. I always like to think
that I am never the best person in a team, I
still have a lot to learn, but I can always teach
something and contribute with something,
even if it is just passion.
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because they do not understand what to do
and the patient’s vital signs are getting worse
and stressing them out. Or even smiling and
celebrating when they successfully manage
a patient.
At the end of the day, we are really making a
difference. Not just in the life of current and
future healthcare professionals, but also in
the lives of all of us, the whole world! We all
need a doctor and we all need help, so why
can’t we do it and make sure everyone has
access to the same quality of professionals
and care no matter where they live or were
born? Changing the world is my answer.

What motivates you?

If you could change one thing about the
world, what would it be? Please, add your
favorite inspirational quote too.

What motivates me is the smile and
excitement of students when they start
practicing with Body Interact. It’s amazing
to see them getting stressed or worried

Never losing those we love.
“Those who pass by us do not go alone. they
leave a little of themselves and take a little of us”
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry
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Anabela
Casaleiro

An amazing person, from the Body Interact Scientific
Team. We got the chance to meet Anabela Casaleiro, a
person who has always had big goals in life and would like
to leave a mark on the world. This was one of the reasons
that led her to the path of research. Anabela comes from a
Biochemistry and Biology background and as she reached
the end of her Biology PhD path, she thought “What now?”.
Although she is passionate about the world of research
and the unknown, this is an uncertain path in Portugal, so
she needed to have a new challenge in her life and that’s
when BI crossed her path.

Please, share with us your Body Interact
journey.
My journey in BI started two years and 8
months ago. Teamwork and respect are
the most important values that I found in BI
team. The chance to work with medical professionals and participate in the training of
people in decision making and critical thinking, with lifelike virtual patients were one of
the things that I fell in love in BI.
As I got to know the challenges and goals
of BI it was something I fell in love with and

“I am passionate
about what I do
and that leads
me to constant
happiness.”

thought “Why not?”. The daily challenges
and the continuous research were always
something that motivated me and BI fits
perfectly in these two concepts. That’s exactly what I found in BI and that motivates
me daily to understand the cause behind
the problem. I am passionate about what I
do and that leads me to constant happiness.
How do you keep your team motivated
despite conflicts and obstacles?
I try to be motivated and transmit this motivation to the team, incentive the team is
also important. Positivity, a friendly work
environment, encourage positive communication, acknowledge achievements are also
very important.
Who do you look up to for inspiration or
mentorship?
My husband. He always listens, supports,
shares positivity and gives honest feedback.
He guides me and helps to develop myself
both professionally and personally. From
him, I always get motivation and inspiration.

Body Interact

How do you handle workplace disappointment?
I take time to accept my feelings, take a
break, don’t make rash decisions, talk with a
close person, and try to learn from that.
Can you tell us about a time when you
almost gave up, how you felt about that,
and what did you do instead of giving up?
I hate making mistakes and feel frustrated
and discouraged when that happens. But I
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never think about giving up. I learn from
that mistake and try to avoid it from happening again
What would be your advice for everyone struggling to find themselves in this
world, everyone at the beginning of their
career?
Be patient and persistent, do your best,
trust your instincts, and believe in yourself.

